ISOC SW Update

• SW release 1 preparations
  • Trending
    • Completed review and update of database schema
      – now includes constraints to assure continued database integrity
    • Imported all data definitions without problems
  • Testing
    • Delivered GRT 2 telemetry and command definitions to SASS & GSSC
    • Planning for GRT 2 I/P with GSFC and other ground support groups
    • Continued setting up acceptance test procedures and assembling test data
  • Schedule
    • 9 May: SW dev done, Accep testing started
    • 24 May: Accep testing and SW release 1 done
    • 24 May: Engineering tests with MOC
    • 28 June: GRT 2 (with 29 June for backup)

• Recruiting Continues
  • SW/DB developer  (http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/hr/jobs/jobdetail.asp?REQID=030128)
  • Test Engineer  (http://www-public.slac.stanford.edu/hr/jobs/jobdetail.asp?REQID=030129)
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